THE HILL TOP PREPARATORY SCHOOL
Charting the Course for Hill Top’s Future

Strategic Visioning Conference
Full Summary Report

The Strategic Planning Core Working Group of The Hill Top Preparatory
School convened a Strategic Planning Conference on September 20th and
21st, in the School’s gym for the purpose of engaging key stakeholders in
helping the Board of Trustees and School Leadership formulate a
compelling and inspired strategic vision and multi-year plan.
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The Beginning: Welcome and Overview
The conference registration began at 5:00 pm on Friday afternoon, September 20th,
2019. In attendance on Friday evening were some 82 participants representing various
stakeholder groups. Stakeholder groups included:
● Parents
● Faculty/Staff
● Alums & Community Partners
● Students
● Board of Trustees

After a buffet dinner, attendees were asked to sit at one of ten tables where they were
assembled in mixed stakeholder table groupings. Board Chair Mrs. Sissy Wickes
welcomed everyone and shared the
story of her youngest son’s time at Hill
Top. Sam was part of the class of 2012,
and so thankful to be part of this
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extraordinarily warm and accepting community. She expressed her commitment to
HTPS then and now because of how much this place meant to Sam and her family. She
thanked everyone for giving up their Friday night and Saturday for this important work. “I
am so appreciative of all of you giving your time, talent and treasure. This is a very
important meeting for the future of HTPS… as we are helping to chart the future of the
school.”
Headmaster Tom Needham spoke next
and shared how deeply thankful he was
for everyone giving up their valuable
time to help shape the future of HTPS.
He encouraged all to lean into the
conversation, to reflect well, listen
deeply, and share with full candor their
hopes and thoughts about the future. He
also went on to introduce session lead
facilitator, Andy Mozenter.

After Sissy and Tom’s welcoming remarks, Andy Mozenter provided a roadmap for the
conference objectives, agenda and process. He stressed the importance of staying
open, listening deeply, and sharing authentically. Andy shared with everyone the
purpose of our work:
To engage key stakeholders in helping the Board of Trustees and School
Leadership formulate a compelling and inspired strategic vision and
multi-year plan.
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Andy then went on to set the stage for our conference, suggesting that our time would
be filled with lots of learning, listening, generative thinking, and sharing. He likened the
journey to a white water rafting trip with some exhilarating highs, some coasting
moments, and perhaps even some lows. He asked folks to stay engaged with the
process and ensured that they would be ultimately rewarded. He also let participants
know that we would be changing table groups at least three times in the next two days
so that we would have opportunities to meet and share strategic thinking with all of the
80 or so individuals who attended this conference. Andy then projected the school’s
mission, as a way of reminding the group that these are our real touchstones as we
continue to examine strengths, identify needs and challenges, and unfurl some exciting
future opportunities. What follows is the Mission of the Hill Top Preparatory School.
Following that, Andy projected the core values of the School… captured through “The
Spirit of the Hawk”.

Mission Statement
Hill Top Preparatory School provides life-changing experiences for bright and
creative students who struggle to achieve academic and social success due to
performance-based learning differences including ADHD, high functioning Autism
Spectrum Disorders, specific learning disabilities, or anxiety. Through strong
family-school collaboration Hill Top prepares students for future success in
college, work, and life as independent adults.

The Spirit of the Hawk
The Spirit of the Hawk
Resides in All of Us And
Represents the Best of Who We Are
It Guides Us in The Decisions We Make
The Goals We Pursue And
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Our Interactions With One Another
The Spirit of the Hawk
Is Evident in Our Commitment
To Better Ourselves and Our
Community Through..Courage, Perseverance, Leadership, Service
Andy then shared with the group some
helpful guidelines that he stated should help
us paddle through the whitewater as we forge
ahead:
After this brief orientation, participants were
asked to share their name, connection to Hill
Top, what motivated them to participate in
the conference, and their hopes for the
conference with members of their table
group. After 20 minutes, Andy facilitated a
sharing of some of the group’s hopes:

●
●
●
●
●

“Develop a solid financial foundation for our school.”
“Share best practices with the broader educational community.”
“Create an actionable plan for positive change!”
“Establish benchmarks & milestones.”
“Include in the context of our r some low hanging fruit that can be acted on
right away & monitor & report progress on all aspects of the plan.”
● “Expand our mission beyond secondary school to the next step, including
a variety of post-graduate opportunities.”
● “A focus on employable, workplace & social competencies.”
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● “Leveraging our resources better include how we use & develop the full
potential of our facilities.”
● “A clear, actionable plan that has impact: that we can implement &
achieve with shared agreement.”
● “Be known as a ‘best practice’ institution.”
● “Think outside of the box… move forward creatively and boldly.”
● “Raise the cost for our program in order to provide more opportunities for
those who can’t afford a Hill Top education/experience.”
● “Expand our reach to a larger geographic area.”
● “Build a girl’s dorm.”
● “Do a better job of telling our story. Help people find us & see the
value/benefit of Hill Top.”
● “Establish clear priorities - informed through the lens of diverse
constituents & fresh eyes.”
● “Develop a plan that addresses issues of affordability, quality, educator
compensation, facilities & grounds maintenance, growth, as well as
diversity, accessibility & inclusion.”
● “Finding ways to increase alumni connections.”
After initial introductions, table group members were instructed to pair up with someone
from a different stakeholder category (i.e., teacher with a parent, a Board member with
an alum, etc.) sitting at their table.

Reviewing the Data
Pairs were given a set of questions around which they structured their interview. The
interview protocol was as follows:
Reflecting on the briefing material participants read prior to the conference, the
Community Perspective Report (CPR), the “At a Glance” presentation, inspiring TED
Talks and articles, and their own direct experience, what do you see as HTPS’s:
● Top three distinguishing strengths that must continue if Hill Top is to thrive in
the future?
● Top three priorities where the investment of time, money and human resources
would be most valuable?
● Top three opportunities Hill Top should pursue to further distinguish itself as an
educational leader and ensure its sustainability?
After each pair completed their interview, they
were asked to return to their table group and
share some highlights from their conversations.
After all table group members shared highlights
from each other’s stories, group members were
asked to capture the top three to five
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distinguishing strengths, critical needs/priorities and compelling opportunities on
flipchart pages and share their results with the whole group. The lists of bedrock
strengths, critical needs/priorities and compelling opportunities were posted on a nearby
wall so that the group could reference them throughout the remainder of the conference.
Listed below is a summary of what emerged from the 10 table-group discussions:

Distinguishing Bedrock Strengths:
● People
○ Head of School
○ Teachers/staff who are professional & dedicated
○ Exceptional at mentoring the specific student population we serve
● Community & Culture
○ Welcoming, inclusive, a ”feeling of home”
○ A deep respect for students, need for sensory-rich experiences
○ Small classes that allow for individualized attention
○ A beautiful campus
○ An overall sense of feeling safe & included
● Boarding Program
● Life skills development
○ The development of executive functioning, self advocacy & life affrirming
experiences
○ Opportunities for independence & self reliance through travel & work
experiences
● Academics
○ Focus on individualized attention & support
● Low teacher-student ratio
● Employability & Transition Program
○ Partnerships, curriculum, work experience & mentoring
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● Alumni
○ Success stories, with an even greater capacity to be cultivated
● Neurodiversity
○ Our connection to the field
○ Our capacity to be seen as a leader in educating & employing
neurodiverse students
● Students Outcomes

○ Develop students’ self-esteem & self-confidence
○ Foster independence
● Support systems
○ A holistic, individualized approach to each student
○ Group & individualized support
○ Sense of pride & belonging
● Admissions
○ Strong admissions process
○ Excellent job of enrolling students that fall within our mission
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Critical Priorities/Needs:
● Facilities/Campus & Infrastructure Development
○ Challenged by an aging infrastructure both in terms of facilities &
technology infrastructure
○ Land & buildings are in need of ongoing maintenance & investment
○ Do we need to develop this campus, look at satellite campus locations, or
move?
● Marketing & Branding
○ Do a better job of telling our story through social media & our website
○ Articulate what is distinctive about our program & communicate our value
proposition in terms of our process & outcomes
○ Need a public relationship plan that connects with prospective
mission-aligned families on a very human level
● Growth
○ More faculty & support services
○ Expand our spaces in order to accomodate what we hope will be a
growing (yet highly individualized) environment for our students
● Financial Vitality
We need funds to sustain & update our vulnerable & precious land/campus. We
would like to ensure that we remain a socio-economically diverse community. In
order to accomplish this we need to:
○ Up our fundraising capacity
Continue to strengthen our fundraising capacity through cultivating a
culture of giving, securing grants & advancing the skills & tools of our
board, leadership & a community of potential advocates
○ Strengthen our endowment
Grow our endowment substantially… We want to continue to realize the
ambitions & strategic needs & opportunities that we know will emerge from
this plan
○ Diversify revenue streams
Expand beyond tuition dependency
● Alumni Engagement/network
○ Engage our alumni of all ages in sharing their time, talent & treasure with
our students
○ Continue to capitalize on the love our graduates have for Hill Top & their
desire to give back
● Further the integration/collaboration between faculty & clinical support
● Ensure consistency in terms of process & quality across our entire
program
● Diversity
○ Continue to recruit & retain teachers of color
○ Ensure we remain inclusive & supportive of diverse students & families
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● Curriculum
○ Provide more rigorous academics
○ Strengthen life skills with a focus on executive functioning skills &
independent living
● Transition programs
○ Advance our program for providing additional post grad support in college
as well as other post secondary options beyond college
● Streamline Communication
○ Between home, school & counselors (our student teams)
● Don’t lose our level of care
○ Set specific aspirational & realistic goals that scaffold support for each
individual student
● Faculty development, retention & collaboration
○ Continue to attract, recruit, hire & retain outstanding educators with a
growth mindset
○ Provide tuition remission for graduate school and/or continuous
education/professional development
○ Increase staff compensation packages to attract & retain top quality faculty
○ Employ staff experts who can provide learning relative to social skills,
executive functioning & other specific support for our diverse range of
students
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● Community Partnerships
○ Broaden/develop robust community partnerships that align with & advance
our mission
○ Align partnerships in transition & employability program with emerging
needs in the workforce

Compelling Opportunities:
● Innovative tech-enabled programming & curriculum (including blended
learning)
● Strengthen branding/marketing
● Invest in campus improvements
● Educate current & prospective families around key issues affecting our
students learning/development
○ Develop a parent toolkit

● Invest in leading edge Professional Development.
● Recruit a more diverse student pool including older, younger & ideally more
female students
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● Monetize & enjoin local companies in job training
● Cultivate corporate partnerships for funding & internships
● Expand our boarding/residential program/experience
○ Build a girls or co-ed dorm
● Develop parent & student mentoring programs
● Increase partnerships with colleges, universities, trade schools & corporations
● Increase school visibility through public relations/media exposure
● Advance community outreach & integration - Continue to grow relationships
with institutions, hospitals, non profits, colleges, as well as corporations
○ Continue to build upon our growing relationships with area industries
○ Develop connections with researchers & research institutions.
■ Bring in educators & graduate students to conduct & advance
current research
○ Elevate the role of Hill Top teachers in the field of education
■ Have faculty publish & speak at conferences
■ Host a conference
● Expand the geographic footprint of the school
● Tap into our human capital of our families (current & former) & alumni
● Prepare out students for future employment
○ Continue to develop a program that focuses on post graduation job
training
○ Encourage career planning for college, post secondary learning & work
○ Conduct exit services post grad to understand the journey of our
students
○ Provide varied internships for broader experiences
○ Introduce our students to professionals who can share their
experience & help our students imagine possible work/career paths
● Increase awareness of the value of neurodiverse individuals in the workplace

Whole Group Dialogue:
After the conversation about Bedrock Strengths,
Critical Priorities and Opportunities, Andy asked
the whole group, “What stood out for you about
our time together tonight?”
The following is a quick summary of the group’s
responses:
● “I see how we are aligned with our mission
and it’s serving us well. I feel good about that.”
● “Our school has a future because everyone is
committed. Our commitment is one of our most
important pillars!”
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● “This is not a broken product. We have a great foundation to build upon moving
forward!”
● “Money is all we need to make great things happen. We need to infuse our school
with human and financial resources. We can expand and grow our partnerships to
provide more experiences for our students.”
● “I have never experienced/seen this level of engagement and diversity before in all
my years of experience with boards and schools!”
● “I am struck by the possibilities of deepening the integration of our community
(students, faculty, parents, alumni) all working and planning together for the future of
Hill Top.”
● “I’m astounded by the number of parents here tonight whose kids have graduated.
The parents are the life and heart of Hill Top!”
● “Our kids are not broken. Tonight is an affirmation that Hill Top is a place to live,
learn, and prepare students for moving into the broader world.”
● “I was struck by how at every table presentation there was so much common ground
expressed and so much consistency across all the tables.”
● “I was struck by our community and this wonderful web of human relationships!”
● “We are so lucky to have all these people in the room who have come to help us.
We are so lucky to have them share their wisdom and passion for this school.”
● “I have such incredible respect for the attention, thoughtful energy, and reflection
demonstrated here tonight.”
● “I was struck by how I heard nothing new. We have heard and talked about all of
these things before. Now we need to act!”
Andy closed the evening by telling everyone how important having an overnight ‘sleep’
is for this process. He encouraged everyone to come in Saturday morning at 8:00 for
breakfast/check-in, and to roam the room which was filled with flip charts from our
collective work this evening, before taking a seat in the amphitheater at 8:45 am.

Saturday Morning Opening:
After the morning continental breakfast, Andy invited everyone to sit theatre style, in
front of the large sheet of banner paper. He welcomed the assembled participants,
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which included a few new people who joined us for the first time Saturday morning.

As everyone settled into their seats, Andy invited the group to take a couple of minutes
in silence to center their thoughts for the day. He then asked... “After sleeping on our
previous night’s work, and thinking about the work that lies ahead, what’s
important to you as we enter into our work today?” Next is what was shared by the
group:
● “2021 will be our 50th anniversary. It seems to me that this is an ideal opportunity
to launch/promote our new plan, launch a fundraising campaign, and work in
partnership as a school community to realize our strategic plan.”
● “We all love this school, yet we know we have some challenges/problems. We
need some solutions to build upon our love and our existing strengths.”
● “We need this strategic planning process. There were such great ideas
generated last night. I just hope we can implement them.”
● “I traveled the wall this morning and looked at all of our notes. What stuck me is
just how much everyone is on the same page. There is really nothing negative up
there, which is really uplifting! I’m excited, knowing that some great ideas that
came up last night can be built upon later today, to help us meet our challenges.”
● “It was encouraging for me to see that our lack of money currently is not holding
us up from doing some really amazing things for our kids.”
● “We need to be “all in” and work together across constituencies/roles to move Hill
Top forward.”
● “ A key question is… What organizational structure, alignment, and staffing will
be needed to move things forward?”
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● “What specific human and physical resources are needed? What can be done to
strengthen our efficiency?”
● “I have this deep sense of belonging and have the urge to spread it widely!”
Andy and Corky then reviewed the mind map process, going over the protocols, the
intent, and the driving question to be mined throughout the morning.

Establishing Critical Priorities
The Driving Question in the middle of the long sheet of banner paper was:
“What are the Critical Strategic Challenges and Strategic Opportunities
that HTPS should engage and address in order to thrive in the future?”

After 60 minutes of brainstorming, sixteen broad based strategic priorities impacting
HTPS’s future were recorded. Participants were then given 7 votes (stakeholder coded,
colored dots) to place on the issues and trends they felt were most critical to the future
success of Hill Top and that should be addressed in the School’s next strategic plan.
Individuals could place all of their seven votes on one item or spread them among
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several items. As a result of this prioritization process, a rank-ordered list emerged.
Below is the voting tally by theme:

Critical Strategic Priorities (listed in rank order)
●
●
●
●
●
●

Sustainable Funding (142)
Branding (60)
Employability & Transition (40)
Facilities & Grounds (53)
Staffing configuration (50)
Enrollment (26)

● Curriculum (24)
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Health & Well-being (22)
Diversity, Equity & Inclusion (20)
Parent Education (13)
Technology (13)
Boarding (13)
Partnerships (11)
Community Outreach(10)
Continuing Education (8)
Satellite Programs & Campuses (9)

Top Priorities

What follows is a summary of the top strategic priorities and a set of questions and
suggestions raised during the brainstorming process and discussion. Please note, the
data following the number of votes is a breakdown of how each stakeholder group
voted… i.e., (P = Parents, B = Board, F = Faculty/staff, S = Students and A =
Alumni/Community Partners: thus P5, A2 etc. = parents posted 5 votes, alumni posted
2 votes).
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Sustainable funding (1 42 votes) (B30, P60, F12, S36, A4) T
 he strategic theme

receiving the most votes was S
 ustainable funding. Participants generated a series of
potential issues worth exploring within this theme, which we have listed in the form of
questions:
● Can we grow our endowment?
● Can we increase our scholarship efforts (for financial assistance & funding our travel
programs?
● Are there potential partners who align with our mission & can help us fund our
ambitions?
● Can better branding help us build enrollment & attract funders?
● What targeted marketing strategies are needed?
● How can we grow our funding to increase teacher salaries?
● Can we create a culture of fundraising/giving?
● Would developing a continuing education program for post graduates & families grow
our funding?
● How can we better utilize our current & former students for marketing & idea creation?
● How can we design & manage a strong ambassador program?
● What human resources are needed to drive our fundraising efforts?
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Branding (
 60 votes) (P27, F2, B6, A6, S19)
The strategic theme receiving the second most votes was Branding. Participants generated a
series of potential issues worth exploring within this theme, which we have listed in the form
of questions:
● What is our value proposition?
● What are our outcomes over time & can we measure them?
● Who is our audience?
● What differentiates our product?
● What is our current reputation in the educational marketplace?
● Who are our key competitors?
● What is our messaging?
● For whom are we a first choice option? For whom are we a fall-back?
● How do we streamline our outreach communication efforts?
● Who are our key referral sources & how do we get to them?
● How can we monetize our strengths?

Employability & Transition (57 votes)(B6, P23, A8, F5, S15)

The strategic theme receiving the third most votes was E
 mployability & Transition.
Participants generated a series of potential issues worth exploring within this theme, which we
have listed in the form of questions:
● What are the specific competencies we hope to develop in all of our graduates?
20
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○ What should our curriculum look like in the future?
Is there more we can do to develop & grow a robust, continuing education program for
our graduates?
Should we start earlier with our “placement” work?
How might we expand student exposure to career options/opportunities?
What are some of the untapped opportunities we might cultivate within the IT world?
What additional human resources are needed to grow our Employability & Transition
Program. (Life Coach, Partnership Coordinator, Other...)?
How can we further the development of our social skills competencies in our students?
How can HT align opportunities to the needs of industry/employers?

Facilities & Grounds ( 53 votes) ( S27, B
 5, P11, F5, A5)

The strategic theme receiving the fourth most votes was Facilities & Grounds.
Participants generated a series of potential issues worth exploring within this theme,
which we have listed in the form of questions:
● What is our facilities master plan?
● Can we grow our residential program & increase our dorm space for boys &
girls?
● What is the plan to update our classrooms, especially in our middle school?
● What about the possibilities for use an outside revenue by developing a “turf
field”?
● What about community gathering spaces?
○ Student/Staff Commons?
○ Colleague break space?
○ Refreshed entrance & family welcoming space?
○ Meeting spaces?
● Do we need to move in order to sustain a strong enrollment & survive financially?
● What opportunities are there to explore satellite campuses?
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Staffing configuration (50 votes)(B14, P14, F2, A3, S17)

The strategic theme receiving the fifth most votes was Staffing configuration. Participants
generated a series of potential issues worth exploring within this theme, which we have listed
in the form of questions:
● How can we strengthen our professional development?
● How might we sort out roles, capitalize on staff strengths & engage/employ needed
specialists (OT, ST, Life Coach, Executive Functioning Specialist, etc.)?
● Can we increase staff compensation to attract & retain outstanding faculty?
● What is our ideal organizational structure that supports our vision & plans?
● How do we grow & staff our extra curricular activities/opportunities?
● What internal resources are needed to grow & cultivate our alumni & family networks?

Enrollment ( 26 votes)(B7, P11, A3, S5)

The strategic theme receiving the sixth most votes was E
 nrollment. Participants
generated a series of potential issues worth exploring within this theme, which we have
listed in the form of questions:
● How effective are our admission process & standards?
● What’s working, what’s missing, what’s need to enroll mission-aligned students?
● What is the right size for our school?
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● What information do we need to share with our referral sources?
● How can we increase our diversity (gender, race, age, etc.)?
● What strategies can we employ to expand our geographic reach (transportation,
outreach, other...)?
● Will increasing our dorm space help us grow/maintain enrollment?

Curriculum (24 votes) (F2, B1, P13, A3, S5)

The strategic theme receiving the seventh most votes was Curriculum. Participants
generated a series of potential issues worth exploring within this theme, which we have
listed in the form of questions:
● How can we provide individualized opportunities that align with the interest &
readiness of our students?
○ What new ways can we design a curriculum that will help HTPS set
realistic but inspiring personal goals & develop a passion for learning?
○ How might we provide greater options & electives for our students?
○ How might we leverage tech-based/virtual learning?
● How could we leverage parents’ skills & talents in ways that could strengthen our
program?
● How can we further strengthen social skills development? (Colleague
professional development? Tasking staff to develop a scope & sequence based
on best practice)?
● Does our current schedule allow us to deliver a quality program?
● How can we expose our students to alternative pathways for success?
● Are there specific areas of curriculum we would like to develop, i.e. coding, cyber
security, AP classes in a variety of subjects, gender studies?
● How can we create/provide more transparency relative to our curriculum for
parents?
● How might we strengthen the development of executive functioning skills?
● How effective are our assessments? Do we have the right metrics for success
given the range of our learners? What might be the value of data analytics?
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Health & Well-Being ( 22 votes)(P7, F1, A2, B5, S7)

The strategic theme receiving the eighth most votes was Health & well-being. Participants
generated a series of potential issues worth exploring within this theme, which we have listed
in the form of questions:
● How can we ensure the emotional & well-being of our students?
● Do we have the right professional supports & programs in place to help our
students navigate their emotions & anxiety while at school & the right support to
offer families & students when they are outside of our school?
● How can we provide helpful teacher, staff, & student learning to understand
mental health warning signs & develop tools for managing fear, anxiety &
depression, & developing resilience?

Diversity, equity & inclusion (20 votes)(P6, F6, B4, S4)

The strategic theme receiving the ninth most votes was D
 iversity, equity & inclusion.
Participants generated a series of potential issues worth exploring within this theme, which we
have listed in the form of questions:
● How does our staffing, curriculum & communication welcome diverse students &
staff?
● How can we grow the diversity in our faculty?
● How can we develop the skills & practice of having difficult conversations?
● Do we need to make any structural or system changes to ensure that our policies
& practices are inclusive & free of unintentional bias?
Voting patterns for the other themes identified:
Parent education (13 votes) (S4, F1, P5, A3)
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Boarding (13 votes) (B3, F2, P4, S4)
Partnerships (11 votes)( B3, F1, P3, A1, S3)
Community outreach (10 votes)( F1, A1, B3, P2, S3)

Continuing education (8 votes)(A1, B3, P3, S1)
Satellite programs & campuses (3 votes)(P1, B1, A1)

HTP’S TREE THAT SUMMARIZES OUR STAKEHOLDERS, CORE VALUES AND
STRATEGIC PRIORITIES MIND MAP WORK
The tree visual represents a summary of three dimensions in preparation for our
visioning work. The roots represent all the stakeholders who have provided and
continue to provide nourishment for HTPS. The trunk represents the School’s bedrock
strengths, core values, i.e., those practices/beliefs that the HTPS community shares
about how it operates in the world of education, as well as those values/practices that
inspire, endure and motivate all the stakeholders and are necessary for the School to
thrive. Lastly, the branches represent the strategic priorities for future growth in order to
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thrive and achieve excellence in the future.
Roots:
● Community partners
● Alumni
● Students
● Board
● Faculty

●
●
●
●

Staff
Parents
Alumni parents
Referral sources

Trunk:

● The spirit of the hawk resides in all of us and represents the best of
who we are. It g
 uides u
 s in the d
 ecisions we make, the g
 oals we
pursue and our interactions with one another. The spirit of the
hawk is evident in our c
 ommitment to better ourselves and our
community through COURAGE, PERSEVERANCE, LEADERSHIP
and S
 ERVICE.
The branches/themes:
The sixteen themes from the collective mind mapping process
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After the mind map process, Andy met with the Core Working Group to organize the
next step of digging deeper into the top priorities through a grand rotation process. He
pointed out the similarity/links that exist between the topics of Enrollment and Diversity,
Equity and Inclusion and suggested we combine the two topics. The group agreed that
this was a good idea. The combined priority topic of Enrollment, Diversity, Inclusion and
Equity became a top priority with a combined 46 votes, thus giving us the eight themes
for the Grand Rotation.
The revised priority/top themes from the mind mapping process:

Sustainable Funding (142 votes)
Branding (59 votes)
Employability & Transition (57 votes)
Facilities & Grounds (53 votes)
Staffing (50 votes)
Enrollment, Diversity, Inclusion & Equity (46 votes)
Curriculum (24 votes)
Health & Well-being (20 votes)

THE GRAND ROTATION:
Next, the whole group reassembled into eight new mixed stakeholder groups where
groups were asked to focus on one of the top eight priorities for 45 minutes. One
member of the Strategic Planning Core Working Group was designated as a facilitator
for each of the eight tables/priority themes.The group then divided up roles of laptop
recorder, timekeeper and flip chart scribe.The eight mixed stakeholder groups rotated
through two areas and shared their thoughts on questions that focused on the present
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day. Following the grand rotation, Andy asked participants to go to an area where they
had passion and excitement to do some deeper visioning work. After reviewing captured
notes, participants were asked to look out to the year 2029 and describe what
happened in their selected area of focus. Each table group was given 60 minutes to
craft their ideal vision of HTPS 2029. Each group then made a presentation.
The following is a summary of each of the eight priority discussions. The full
body of notes can be found in the separate Hill Top Laptop Recording document.

Sustainable Funding - Branding - Employability & Transition - Facilities &
Grounds - Staffing - Enrollment, Diversity, Inclusion & Equity Curriculum Health & Well-being

Sustainable Funding - 2019 Reflections
1. What is already being done at HTPS to address this
priority?
● Golf Outing
● Thrill on the Hill Run
● Annual Fund Campaign
○ EITC
○ OSTC - (restricted to scholarships only)
● Scholarship Funding donations
● BLOCS
● Money from foundations (grant money) & matching gifts
2. What have other schools, non-profits, or similar organizations done to
successfully address this priority?
● Mailings
● Raising visibility of school
● Fundraising dinners
● Crowd-sourcing
● Individual stories
● Eagles Autism Challenge (now open to community funding)
● Matching gifts
● Planned giving (estate gifts)
3. What ideas do you have for addressing this priority that would capitalize on
HTPS’s existing strengths and/or develop new ones?
● Make EITC more robust by promoting more outreach
● Use alumni network & Board contacts to extend reach
● Increase BLOCS participants
● Collaborate with similar schools
● Seek additional grant opportunities
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● Can we capitalize on designated giving?
● Can we get all families to complete financial aid paperwork to determine
need?
● Develop legacy donors
● Major donor prospecting & major gifts focus
● Educate key stakeholders about the art & best practices in fundraising
● Benchmark our efforts against peer schools
● Develop business literacy
● Make our accomplishments & challenges more transparent
● Community outreach
● Work with our board to make sure they leverage their
professional/personal networks for giving
● Grow our board to include individuals with experience/expertise in
fundraising
● Advance our planned giving (estate planning) efforts… requires
messaging for families & alumni
● Create a culture of fundraising/philanthropy with a spirited approach of
being in it together… activities like telethon/phone drive with student
participation & storytelling
● Increase the use of the school (beyond the field & gym) as a venue for
outside events
● Develop our volunteer network (families, alums) to include highly
motivated volunteers who can offer time, talent, & access to financial
resources
● Conduct an online auction
● Bring in speakers for the community & HTPS families at a reasonable cost
4. What are the tough questions that need to be asked if we are to act on this
priority?
● How do we quantify our funding needs?
● How do we measure the impact of donor support?
● Are we really financially sustainable?
● How can we monetize what we already have?
● What additional resources & expertise is needed to cultivate major
donors?
● How do we involve the Board in major donor development?
○ What relationships/networks can be accessed?
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Sustainable Funding - 2029 Vision

1. What was achieved?
● We have 5-10 million in endowment
● Tripled our EITC income
● Developed a culture of Philanthropy
2. What new opportunities have developed?
● We have a fully staffed development office including a dedicated grant
writer
● We have collaborative relationships with our corporate partners who also
contribute to the school’s financial profile
● We have monetized parts of our post-grad & training programs in
conjunction with our corporate partners
3. What obstacles were overcome?
● Created list of funding opportunities to be able to apply for specific grants
that match programmatic elements
● Identified & cultivated major donors
● Maintained a database of potential & current donors for robust annual
giving & capital initiatives
● Continued to evolve consistent & accurate branding for the school
● Expanded to 20-30 corporate & local business relationships
● Raised & spent capital for buildings & grounds improvements
● Strengthened relationships with local colleges & universities
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4. How has achieving this element of our strategic vision impacted:
● The ability to fulfill our mission?
o With renovated & modern facilities, we can continue to fulfill
our mission serving students & families
● The ability to attract & engage a community of passionate supporters
o Because we have an established culture of giving, we have
more consistent income from all constituents

Branding - 2019 Reflections
1. What is already being done at HTPS to
address this priority?
● Website redesign
● More consistent logo & signage
● Social media accounts
● Snapshot videos
● School vans
● Presence at ADVIS/other employability meetings
● Partnerships with SEI, Cabrini, Quadrangle
● Summer camp expos
● Attorney advocates know HT well
● Alumni involvement at social/workshop functions
● Branding video
2. What have other schools, non-profits, or similar organizations done to
successfully address this priority?
● Advertising on radio/billboards/television/magazines/newspapers
● Strategic timing
● Getting name on ‘top list of schools for students with learning differences’
● Decisions about where to allocate funds
● Deliberate internal system to drive online image (social media)
● Website
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3. What ideas do you have for addressing this priority that would capitalize on Hill
Top’s existing strengths and/or develop new ones?
● Website with right SEO image, consistent updating of website
● Create more of an online presence on social media
● Focus on who is our target audience
● Tap into professional community of psychologists/doctors in the local
school districts
● Advertise HT with local therapists
● Pay money to “advance” HT on list of top schools for students with
learning differences
● Get articles about HT written in various newspapers/magazines
● Add phrases to website that are ones that would be commonly searched
on Internet
● Get information about HT out to community support organizations such as
Autism Speaks as well as public schools, particularly special educators
● Facebook ads
● Cultivate relationships with professionals who refer
● Leverage student talent in videos, social messaging, etc.
● Conduct a branding study or process to determine messages, market, etc.
● Publish a newsletter
● Gain recognition through connections to high profile people (i.e. Eagle
players, etc.)
4. What are the tough questions that need to be asked if we are to act on this
priority?
● How should we spend/allocate our money/resources?
● Where are our priorities & what should be their order of implementation?
● What places (where) are we going to prioritize marketing?
● Can we hire a full-time marketing specialist to help publicize our name?
● How can we more effectively use local news media for PR & getting our
name out?
● How do we better communicate among different stakeholders within our
community to ensure that we are publicizing current information?
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● How can we best utilize our analytics to effectively brand? (How do we
turn analytics/data into action?)
● How to conduct/fund?
● Should we do a brand analysis? What resources do we need to brand?
● How do we promote ourselves... as a prep school, votech?
● How do we promote all the specialities HT has to offer?

Branding - 2029 Vision

1. What was achieved (be specific)?
● When you google Hill Top we are number one on the search. Our brand is
out there digitally… we exist & we are number one
● If you ask an “influencer” they always say Hill Top & can state why - one of
the top Mid Atlantic schools for learning differences & Neuro Diverse High
functioning population
● We have a full time person working on getting our information out to the
public
● We have a well oiled advertising campaign/program
● Our message/vision is clear, concise & consistent
● Included in this is a message for each group of people we are talking to,
for example - donors, kids, parents, educators, therapists (& others not yet
identified)
2. What new opportunities have developed?
● We have attracted plenty of students but we have also attracted the best &
brightest faculty
● We have a prestigious, dedicated team who are authorities on teaching
this population & leading them to employability
● Our brand works as it is established with potential partners in business
● Hill Top in Education & a Community for Life
● We have a large base of people that provide a community for life, a
magnet for the Neuro diverse population
● We have “stories” of the kids who are here & have graduated
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3. What obstacles were overcome?
● We have overcome the stigma that we are a school that you go to after
you failed at another school
● We are a school that is known as a creative, vibrant education leader
● Competition - we are the best school at achieving the students’ full
potential
● We are not a second choice
● We have the funding for our branding/marketing

Employability & Transition - 2019 Reflections

●
●
●
●
●
●

1. What is already being done at HTPS to
address this priority?
● Real-time internships that gives students
skills & experience - Cabrini, Party Store,
Quadrangle, Junior League Thrift Shop, etc.
● Employability & Transition (ET) program is
very helpful in teaching job skills & life skills resume development, mock interview, etc.
● Students are feeling more comfortable
looking for jobs
3 year ET program - with a scope & sequence - ET1 (on-campus), ET2, ET3 - life
skills, social skills, ET3 internship/work experience
Other current programs: iDesign, MyBiz, CoHatch, the dorm program & travel
opportunities
Horizons program - individualized program for post-grad students
We have developed online partnerships for course content through Delaware
County & Montgomery County Community Colleges, Laurel Springs Academy,
Educere, etc, that allow for flexible programming
All students have a graduation project - (internship or community service
projects)
Needs/Challenges include:
○ Cultivating a mindset among our constituent that non-college options are
not “lesser than”
○ Ensuring our program continues to develop skills for life skills/self
sufficiency
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○ Remembering that our students are still kids & need time to mature &
change paths as necessary (just like neurotypical kids!)
○ That Hill Top students just like neurotypical kids need to be concerned
about incurring a ton of college debt
○ Ideally providing a menu of options for experiences that align with the
interest & learning needs of each of our students
2. What have other schools, non-profits, or similar organizations done to
successfully address this priority?
● Delaware County Community College filled in gaps with employment,
resume building, etc.
● Neuro-diversity in the Workplace (Our board member, Joe Riddle with his
organization SPARC - find job opportunities for neuro-diverse individuals)
● Autism at Work Initiative at SAP
● Woodlynde GAP year program - Includes a college class in the AM & then
returning to Woodlynde in PM… This happens a year younger than our
Horizon’s program
● Janus School (Lancaster) has an Internship program for the entire senior
class; students go to internship from home & then go to school later in the
day
● A local supermarket actively recruits teens… They have a wall for the
Employee of the Month & they put the kids’ pictures up along with the
names of their high schools
● A coffee shop in Narberth just opened up that partners with students
● Rose Tree Media School District (“RTMSD”) partnered with a local water
ice shop that closes during the winter months. The students now run the
store during the winter months, sell & promote school merchandise as well
as merchandize they create. It’s a good opportunity for fostering
community spirit, collaborating with a wide-range of partners, marketing
the district as well as developing business, social, & technical skills.
3. What ideas do you have for addressing this priority that would capitalize on
HTPS’s existing strengths and/or develop new ones?
● More marketing to students & families so all are aware of this opportunity
● Making ET3 an extension of the day rather than giving up class time.
Perhaps make it a summer program... have all of our students be part of
the program
● Align our program with competencies that reflect relevant skill sets for
today’s job market.(i.e. data analytics, coding, programming, etc.)
● Make sure we provide work experiences that resonate for students who
are not interested in tech-based work
● Partner with companies in designing work experiences that would work for
both our students needs & their needs
● Offer continuing education & internships for adults, graduates & families
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● Offer training for companies for HR managers around working with
neuro-diverse employees
● Establish a set of competencies that all HTPS students will possess upon
graduation
● Develop an employment program that we can monetize for students that
go beyond our enrolled families
● Emulate the models of the Rose Tree Media School District shop & the
West Chester University shop who employ neurodiverse students
● Work in closer partnership with universities to develop transition programs
● Deepen our partnership with companies in developing internship
opportunities & training
● Make sure we are adequately staffed to accomplish all of the above
4. What are the tough questions that need to be asked if we are to act on this
priority?
● What changes can we make to the ET program?
○ Can we start the ET program earlier?
○ How can we rebrand ET so that it is not viewed as a “lower-track”
within our program designed only for those students who are not
going to college?
○ Can we get the buy-in we need from local employers required to
strengthen this program?
● How do we define skills & competencies needed at all levels - middle
school, high school, & post grad?
● How do we effectively assess progress & monitor our success?
● How do we balance it all - academic, extracurriculars, & work experience?
● What do our students need next?
● How do we sustain an individualized program while at the same time
establish core competencies for all of our students?
● Do we rebrand the program with a focus on finding our students
employment now (i.e. summer job)?
● How do we find the time to pursue robust partnerships with corporations
that can lead to employability for our students/alums?
● How do we assess the best post-secondary fit for each child?
○ How do we advise parents on all the options open to their children
(i.e. college is NOT the only path to success)?
○ How do we ensure we offer alternative pathways, college, technical
training, post secondary employment without short shifting any of
these options?
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Employability & Transition - 2029 Vision

1. What was achieved (be specific)?
● Employers are calling HTPS looking for interns & workers
● Have expanded industries for partnerships
● Curriculum is supporting current employment trends; trades offered
● HT provides employability partners information regarding how to deal with
HT students
● All students have an Employee Profile
● HTPS is known as specialists of best practices of neurodiversity in the
workplace
● Chief (“C”-level) administrators of businesses know HTPS students as
strong employees
● HTPS is a source for many large corporations (alumni)
● HTPS alums have improved in their ability to obtain & maintain
employment
● Have integrated a dual enrollment into the curriculum for either
academic/career path
2. What new opportunities have developed?
● HTPS as a program to help ‘New Adults’ achieve success in independent
living (post grad, post college, etc.)
● ET starts earlier
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3. What obstacles were overcome?
● The mission statement was reviewed to include ‘neurotypical students’
● Parent who didn’t know how to access the available resources
● A needed data base/tracking system for alum
● Transportation issues during the school day
● Added a staff person to partner & develop the work sites
● Student schedules to allow for full day work 1-2 x’s a week - then 3-4
academic schedule (online options)
● Funding
● Trimesters - one trimester is a work study
● Enrollment growth
4. How has achieving this element of our strategic vision impacted:
● The ability to fulfill our mission?
○ Yes
● The ability to attract & engage a community of passionate
supporters?
○ Yes, employers/parents
● Our brand/reputation & influence locally, nationally & globally?
○ Work study could be national & international

Curriculum - 2019 Reflections
1. What is already being done at HTPS to address this
priority?
● Small classes providing critical knowledge &
individualized attention
● Project based learning
● Simulations
● Active learning
● ET & entrepreneurship program
○ Includes online course through Delaware &
Montgomery County Community College, Educere, Laurel
Springs Academy, etc.
2. What have other schools, non-profits, or similar organizations done to
successfully address this priority?
● More dynamic curriculum design
● Specific social skill classes taught in a summer camp
● Marketing of their program & sharing of success stories
3. What ideas do you have for addressing this priority that would capitalize
on HTPS’s existing strengths and/or develop new ones?
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● Online Curriculum virtual classes & blended learning
○ Use online learning as a supplement to instruction, not a
replacement
● Cyber security program
● Integrated skills development (i.e. executive function, social skills, etc.)
○ Socio Emotional learning that includes techniques for managing
anxiety & stress
○ Life skills program fostering independence
● Match the skills sets of our students & instruction to future goals &
employment (i.e. coding, data analytics, etc.)
○ Technology classes with basic, intermediate & advance skill
development
● Online learning “Snow Day” program
● Continuing education curriculum for students, staff & families
● Learning about the impact of too much screen time
● Expanded summer program
● Multi-disciplinary class, breaking down walls between department
curriculum
● More consistency regarding expectation-setting for our core classes
(writing, math, science, etc.)
4. What are the tough questions that need to be asked if we are to act on this
priority?
● How can we raise of our program rigor while still remaining individualized
& flexible?
● Is virtual/cyber learning feasible?
● How do we prioritize resources knowing that we can’t have it all right
away?
● How do we create the time & space for staff collaboration?
● How do we continue to attract & retain great educators?
● Is there something we can do less of so we can focus on top priorities?
● Do we have the financial resources to make changes happen?
● How can we develop & staff a student-centered program that sets high
expectations & works for the diverse range of students we serve?
● Are we ready to act now or will we continue to do more of the same?
● How can we break down the curriculum walls between departments?
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Curriculum - 2029 Vision

1. What was achieved (be specific)?
● Hybrid virtual learning program for kids who:
○ struggle getting to school
○ live in the rural areas
○ lose funding
● Continue & enhance interdisciplinary curriculum
● Students see validity of all curriculums & see how they interweave
○ Culminating project that incorporates all disciplines
● A parent/faculty program that informs both parties of individual progress
● Customized program for different populations
● Individualized goal setting (academic & curricular goals) for every class
● Increased use of Tablets, VR helmets & mobile devices
● Spend the day at a public school to shadow neurotypical student(s)
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2. What new opportunities have developed?
● We get more students & more money
● More choice & flexibility
● More diverse student population
● More opportunities for students & faculty
● More flexible spaces (i.e. retractable walls, etc.)
● Multiple teachers in the classes simultaneously = more co-teaching
● Eliminating/Losing the teacher desk
● Increased opportunities for exposure to the outside world
3. What obstacles were overcome?
● Budget
● Facilities
● Training for teachers (to grow accustomed to virtual learning, co-teaching,
integrated curricular approaches, & flexible schedule)
● Educating the community about the purpose of cyber-education
● Teachers
4. How has achieving this element of our strategic vision impacted:
● The ability to fulfill our mission?
o Closer alignment with school mission
● The ability to attract & engage a community of passionate
supporters?
o Easier to serve our population
● Our brand/reputation & influence locally, nationally & globally?
○ We become ‘innovators’ in our field with a well-known reputation
● Concerns regarding sustainability, affordability, equity and access?
○ Increased equity, access, sustainability & eventual affordability

Staffing - 2019 Reflections

1. What is already being done at HTPS to address this priority?
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● An OT program & part-time speech therapist
● An amazing mentor program for new teachers
● Lots of structure around staffing ready to suit the needs of the kids
2. What have other schools, non-profits, or similar organizations done to
successfully address this priority?
● We need to find out how do we compare to other schools as far a salary &
benefits
● Should we look at other schools scales & tiered systems for raises?
● Look at West Chester, Drexel & Saxby’s as examples
3. What ideas do you have for addressing this priority that would capitalize on
HTPS’s existing strengths and/or develop new ones?
● Take some of the responsibilities from the administration & distribute it
among teachers who are looking to make more money & play a bigger
role
● Create an endowment specific to staffing & fill positions specific to
specialization
● Hire a life coach for parents, staff & students, underwritten by the State
● Board of Trustees to establish goals of institutional advancement
● Increase instructional advising staff for greater outreach
● Conduct periodic review of roles & responsibilities
● Create more opportunities for the board/administration/faculty to increase
interactions
● Institute regular meetings between the teachers & staff & the Board
● Define what it means to be a teacher here, determine expectations,
provide support
● Assess, review current practices, suggest improvements
● Try a podcast, something new
4. What are the tough questions that need to be asked if we are to act on this
priority?
● How can we address teacher salaries? (This will help to maintain talented
teachers & staff. We need to find out how do we compare to other schools
as far as salary)
● Should we look at other schools scales & tiered systems for raises? Do we
want to create one here?
● How do we go about evaluating our administrators (Headmaster, Assistant
Heads)? Is this an effective process?
● How do we increase IA staff?
● How do we know we have enough data to increase staff to justify hire?
(fishing analogy, murky waters)
● How do we tell our story better?
● How do we communicate with our community-at-large in a more
meaningful way?
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● How do we reasonably re-distribute responsibilities & funds?

Staffing - 2029 Vision

1. What was achieved?
● Hill Top has become a preferred destination for quality, committed
teachers & other professionals because there is:
○ Clarity & transparency in job descriptions - with specific tasks
labeled
○ Collaborative & transparent process of evaluation of job duties &
compensation schedule
○ Regularly scheduled periodic review - including administration (360)
○ OPEN/transparent expectation of compensation for duties: PAY
SCALE
○ Truly competitive salary
○ Re-distribution of roles that currently fall under Student Life &
Academics
○ Plan for class size/maintaining student-teacher ratio
● Hill Top employees now include:
○ Life Coach(es) - includes student outreach, alumni outreach, &
parent support
○ Enhanced Professional Development program with dedicated
supervisor
2. What new opportunities have developed?
● Hill Top is able to bring in experts in the field - guest teacher/ “visiting
professors” types
● Attract & retain top talent
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● Easier recruitment & retention of students - Teachers are better able to
teach the whole student

3. What obstacles were overcome?
● There is a steady stream of funding
● All parties are open-minded & willing to make institutional changes

Health & Well-Being - 2019 Reflections
1. What is already being done at HTPS to address this priority?
● Group Counseling, one-to-one counseling as needed, anchors for post
grads
● Mentor (academic support), post grad support (A. Gillepsie)
● Heath Class, Fitness & PE, supportive approach to emotional difficulty
● O.T. , Speech & Language Therapy, Full Time Nurse, PEPs, in close
communication with outside therapists etc.
● Outside professional list sharing
● Group therapy sessions with clinical staff members (twice a week) to
address issues pertinent to school & home, crisis intervention/prevention,
mentoring program (mentors help students work through different
academic/life challenges)
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● Strong student-faculty relationships, anchor program (recent graduates
are assigned a faculty member who is responsible for “checking-in” with
them on a regular basis; help them navigate freshman year in college)
● 3 full-time counselors & 1 PT intern to lead groups
● Bulletin boards designed by school nurse regarding hygiene (plus other
discussions about hygiene/sleep as needed)
● Open-door policy among counselors
● Specific workshops on certain mental-health topics such as how to
effectively cope with stress, empathy
● Health class (7th/9th/elective in high school), all-school activities around
physical fitness, encouraging students to take mental breaks, hygiene
contracts given out to certain students, mostly healthy lunch program,
teacher training (required abuse, suicide prevention)
2. What have other schools, non-profits, or similar organizations done to
successfully address this priority?
● School Psychologist, Psycho-Ed Evals, Alumni director for post grad
support
● Employ different types of therapists (not just social workers), making SEL
part of community culture (prominent & in forefront), intertwine SEL
responsibilities for different types of staff
3. What ideas do you have for addressing this priority that would capitalize on
HTPS’s existing strengths and/or develop new ones?
● Honest intake meeting
● More life skills/mental/hygiene training (boarding)
● Parent education re: structured goal setting (behavioral goals at home &
school)
● Road map for accessing support beyond HT
● Build Partnerships with universities & other outside professionals
● Sensory Space
● Licensed Psychologist or partnerships with graduate programs
● Once a month communication between counselors & parents to inform
them about topics being discussed in group
● Helping students make the transition to life after HT in terms of social,
emotional, & physical health
● Increased integration of SEL between all members of staff (consistent ,
formalized schoolwide Positive Behavioral Approach)
● More positive reinforcement; less emphasis on punitive consequences
● Dedicated staff member to manage PBS (make discipline responsibility of
counseling team)
● Push-in clinician for social emotional learning
4. What are the tough questions that need to be asked if we are to act on this
priority?
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●

How do we pay for it?
Who does it? How to prioritize it? What is the scope?
How do we determine best practices, get feedback from students. parents
etc?
How do we know what interventions work?
Do we use existing resources or new ones to achieve the above goals?
How do we support students who do not respond to the School-wide
Positive Behavioral Approach?
● How do we build a stronger team communication (with clinicians,
teachers, parents & students)?
● Is there an interest amongst HT stakeholders to implement a Positive
Behavioral Approach?

Health & Well-Being - 2029 Vision
Big Picture Vision:
In 2029, HTPS will be THE leader in the field for mental health programming, health and
wellness among neuro-diverse populations, internationally. “The Hilltop Method™” leads
the way, and others come to learn from our model, how to provide the highest level of
support and care to neurodiverse young people.
1. What was achieved?
● Robust intake assessment & progress monitoring
● Quantitative assessment
● Wrap around including student, parent, school, therapist, outside
counselor
● Parent education as part of integrative care
● Therapy/Sensory room - Relaxation exercises, (i.e. Yoga, breathing)
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● Prevention/Proactive, rather than reacting - no more tying up clinical time
in just putting fires out
● Groups are actual therapeutic groups & psychoeducational groups that
are scheduled & organized in a way that prioritizes group therapy best
practices (i.e. currently, all group membership is scheduled purely due to
convenience & academic schedules - so students with VERY different
needs can be in the same therapeutic group, which is not consistent with
best practices. Often hinders group functioning & actual intent of
therapeutic groups)
● School creates/uses cutting edge evidence - based practices (i.e. current
“group therapy” not using an evidence based group curriculum - see
barriers above)
● Better Group Building to make it more productive & dynamic use ( i.e.
structure)
● Hill Top is a leader in providing neurodiverse mental/behavioral health
● Integrated & robust positive behavioral support framework, movement
away from punitive/punishment based system fragmented across teachers
(i.e. different teachers, different expectations) - but use school-wide model
framework (consistent with evidence based practice)
● Make mental health a fabric of the school, it involves the whole community
● We have multiple clinical staff (depth & breadth) in our department. i.e.
School Psychologist (can provide life coaching, executive functioning
coaching, support efforts around school-wide positive behavioral supports,
parent engagement & education), PT & OT under clinical umbrella. More
staff with a wide range of skills & credentials will help us do this.
● Invest in doctoral level clinicians with significant depth of experience in
systems level change & focus on centering mental health needs &
integrating mental health into the fabric of the school
● Engaging, collaborating with & educating parents around mental &
behavioral health. Involve parents in this process & deepen THEIR
knowledge of mental health needs (broadly defined! Stress management,
empathy development, social skills, executive functioning skills - this is all
related to mental health)
● DE-MYSTIFY & DE-STIGMATIZE mental health across the entire
community
● Expand project-based learning, play-based learning, experiential learning
that integrate mental health into every aspect of what we do (i.e. focus on
deep breathing, progressive muscle relaxation, & grounding techniques
while outside in the woods, conducting science class.)
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2. What new opportunities have developed?
● Robust partnerships with research institutes & academic partners, which
include leading innovation around supporting social, emotional & mental
health needs of neurodiverse students
● Multiple new opportunities for grant funding (government & foundation)
due to the fact that we are leading the way. Related to research
partnering, & building & developing best practices
● Not just USING best practices, but be at the FOREFRONT for creating
best practices
● Opportunities to build enrollment into lower grades - so when a parent
receives a diagnosis early in a child's life (pre-school!) make HTPS the
first place that the parent WANTS their child to go to that school
3. What obstacles were overcome?
● Money, staff, stigma
● Negative perceptions of mental health are removed
● Convenience schedule
● Working towards buy-in across CURRENT Hilltop community around
mental health… Current beliefs that view mental health as solely residing
with the counselors & clinicians, a view present among students, parents
& even some staff
● Cultural shift towards centering mental health
● Possible expansion of enrollment criteria & related vision… Perhaps
neurotypical kiddo, struggling with anxiety - might be an excellent fit. Make
this school the go-to
4. How has achieving this element of our strategic vision impacted:
● The ability to fulfill our mission?
o Hill Top method being replicated across the nation
● The ability to attract & engage a community of passionate
supporters?
o Knocking at our door & asking for our method
● Our brand/reputation & influence locally, nationally & globally?
○ Leader in research in neurodiversity
● Concerns regarding sustainability, affordability, equity & access?
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○ University, Federal, & Foundation Funding

Facilities & Grounds - 2019 Reflections
1. What is already being done at HTPS to
address this priority?
● Upgraded air conditioning in lower Linden &
the middle school
● New construction at the Carriage House-JR
Porter space
● Renovations on Head Masters roof, middle
school roof & gymnasium
● Renovating the Spring House for rental
purposes
● Wifi, smartboards
● General upkeep (reactionary vs. proactive)
● Driveway improvements
2. What have other schools, non-profits, or similar organizations done to
successfully address this priority?
● Moved locations to reorganize/expand, Episcopal & CPS
● Renovations
● Cooperation with others
● Chestnut Hill Academy & Springside School opened their lower schools &
allowed for more common areas for males & females (merging)
● Bonner Prendie merging & sold a building to Delaware County Community
College (satellite campuses)
● Lower schools are adding upper school additions
● Selling land
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3. What ideas do you have for addressing this priority that would capitalize on
HTPS’s existing strengths &/or develop new ones?
● Better utilization of existing space or expand
● Selling land & start from scratch
● Conduct professional study of facilities to assess costs & needs
● Conduct professional architectural assessment (zoning, appraisal,
surveying, etc.)
● Actual construction/expansion instead of reusing existing floor space
● Expand dorms for increased boarding & add girl’s dorm
● Make existing space more homey/comfortable feel
● Landscaping design & upkeep
4. What are the tough questions that need to be asked if we are to act on this
priority?
● How much money do we need to get the most use we can out of the
property (modernize/renovate)?
● What would it cost to relocate or combine with another entity?
● How is it funded (capital campaign, sponsors, gifts)?
● Where would we expand the dorm program? On or off campus?
● What are the options of sale or lease for some or all of the land?
● Can we renovate bathrooms across campus?
● Can we use existing land to build more spaces?
● Can we expand or better utilize our existing space?
● Should we start from scratch to fill the acreage we already have?
● What could we do to improve the comfortable & “homey” feel of the
mansion?
● Can we develop sensory rooms that are well located?
● Should we improve the Solarium?
● Should we expand the dorm for all genders?

Facilities & Grounds - 2029 Vision

1. What was achieved (be specific)?
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● Stay, renovate & expand on our campus… these would include a
multi-purpose area for meetings, assemblies & possibly athletics …
creating more useful space
● Stay if possible, but determine value of current property compared to
moving to a new property
● Hill Top Prep becomes ground zero for the education/preparation of
neurodiverse students & the professionals who work with them
● Expand our Employability & Transition programs through “on campus
training facilities” to prepare students
● Boys & girls residence program with 30 beds on campus
○ Draw students from a greater area
○ Optional 7 day boarding program
○ International students
● Growing Partnerships/relationships with Eastern, Rosemont College,
Cabrini University, & others
● Shuttle service to/from
● Mansion:
○ Major cleaning job
○ Repainted, recaulked, sanded floors, refinished cabinets in kitchen
○ Serves new functions
2. What new opportunities have developed?
● Focus on corporate giving
● Rental of our facilities to other groups
● Explore State & Federal funding and our bias against it
● Would Radnor township be interested in partnering with us?
● Artificial turf
3. What obstacles were overcome?
● Small class size = fewer alumni & families to create donor network
● A serious investment in maintenance has instilled more pride & respect for
our program
● Lessened our dependence on corporate partnerships
● Funding through:
○ Corporate support
○ Capital campaign
○ Acquiring debt
○ Broadened fundraising staff with someone skilled in capital
campaign & fundraising
○ Increased use of volunteers
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Enrollment, Diversity, Equity &
Inclusion - 2019 Reflections

●
●
●
●
●
●

1. What is already being done at HTPS to
address this priority?
● Dedicated staff who handles
enrollment
● Enrolling appropriate students - keeps
consistent with what Hill Top is able to provide
● Focus on advertising Hill Top to
appropriate professionals - have meetings on
campus, invite people on campus, more outreach
● Increased the number of potential
students who have come to visit
● Enrollment process is streamlined &
self-explanatory & transparent which is appreciated (especially compared
to other schools)
We do have diverse students (LGBTQ, race, neurodiverse) & a support
system for diverse students
Identified referrals
Student ambassador programs
More retention
Programs for females
New website to bring awareness to our programs

2. What have other schools, non-profits, or similar organizations done to
successfully address this priority?
● Accepting other populations
● Developing scholarship funding to not have to work with districts
● Yard signs (but how effective? - does that motivate other people? Do they
carry a stigma?)
● Is our online presence the same as other schools? Hill Top does not
always reach everyone’s vision… Our story is not clear online
● Do other schools get recommended ahead of Hill Top?
● Other schools advertise
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● Journalistic piece - other schools get more recognized in the news
● Online marketing - instagram, social media etc.
● More economic diversity - full scholarship program
3. What ideas do you have for addressing this priority that would capitalize on
HTTPs existing strengths &/or develop new ones?
● Top choice rather than last choice - it’s an opportunity for students to
reach maximum potential
○ Students don’t get here until they are turned down other places
● More economic diversity - full scholarship program
● Parent outreach program for enrollment
● Educate people (school coaches/counselors/consultants) who will
recommend Hill Top
● Enrollment/Scholarship funding - offer opportunities to a wider net of
students
● Enroll students earlier in their schooling (5th grade) before the “trauma”
● More outreach to the media to get our story out (news organizations)
● Keep pictures of students & faculty current on website
● Continue to reach out to professionals; get them on campus - host a
conference
● Utilize alumni to help with recruitment & enrollment ,- tell their story
● Utilize local media content/blogs/websites
● Expand geographically
● Adding staffing to the Admissions committee
● Dedicated diversity committee to train teachers & students
● Alumni Ambassadors
● Reach students at a younger age
4. What are the tough questions that need to be asked if we are to act on this
priority?
● How do we define diversity?
● How do we establish a safe environment for freedom of thought &
speech?
● Can we accurately capture our outcomes?
● How do we reduce our long enrollment process to make it easier to find &
enroll the right students?
● What is our “magic number” - how many can we enroll before our
resources are stretched thin & our community is sacrificed?
○ How can we increase enrollment without letting students slip
through the cracks?
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Enrollment, Diversity, Equity & Inclusion - 2029 Vision

1. What was achieved?
● Hill Top known as the premiere prep school for kids with learning & social
differences with exceptional teachers
● Inclusive safe space for all students
● Kept the small school feel/environment
● 40% girls
● Quality over Quantity Quota Always
● Close Student/Teacher Ratio
● Bigger scholarship fund
● Great relationships & referrals from professionals & school districts
● Fully inclusive (staff, faculty & students)
2. What new opportunities have developed?
● Achieve a better relationship & communication with the districts
● Responsive to Millennial parent’s evolving needs
● Larger admissions department
● Passionate network of Alumni & Parents helping with admissions
● Hill Top getting engaged in local, national, or international competitions &
events

3. What obstacles were overcome?
● School districts being antagonistic
● Stigma against Hill Top
● Cost & Funding
● Clinical staffing
● Perception
4. How has achieving this element of our strategic vision impacted:
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● The ability to fulfill our mission?
○ Higher enrollment. Dynamic educational opportunities. People are
proud to be at Hill Top. Hill Top is a “first choice” not “last resort.”
Parents looking earlier
● The ability to attract & engage a community of passionate
supporters?
○ Alumni association & parents are more active
● Our brand/reputation & influence locally, nationally & globally?
○ Brand consistency
● Concerns regarding sustainability, affordability, equity & access?
○ Higher enrollment, higher revenue. More well known, people
donate. Think like Millennials parents to catch up

Closing Comments:
As Andy brought closure to the end of our two day
conference, he asked participants for a closing
thought/reflection or comment. He asked… “What
are you left with after these 10 hours together,
what are you thinking about this experience?”
Listed below are some of the reflections.
● “I have such hope for the future.”
● “Amazing to see and hear so many fresh
ideas coming forward.”
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● “Things are still cooking in my mind!”
● “I was struck by how this large group could produce such a wonderful dream for
our future!”
● “So much positivity, buy-in & investment”
● “How challenging it will be to do! We have a story to tell, to leverage that story to
build this future.”
● “Our strengths, the depth of our love of the school, the knowledge that we need
to move forward, is consistently coming forward… yet we know this will take a lot
of energy.”
● “I’m leaving with a clear idea of the obstacles we face.”
● “Tom can not feel alone in this… we need to look to our whole community.”
● “Hill Top students need to look to each other and alumni to work together.”
● Sissy… “I leave with more questions than answers… I see more objectives &
pathways because of these great ideas.”
● “I was so impressed that everyone stayed so engaged!”
● “I see that building on our strengths is indeed the vision of who we are and where
we are going!”
● “I am so proud of the depth of these conversations… of the deep engagement of
this community!”
● “I was so struck by our alumni! I was blown away by your contributions and so
happy to have you here!”
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In Summary:
For ten hours, about 80 stakeholders of Hill Top’s community came together and
worked with great passion and energy for the future of the school. From the very
beginning there was a sense of each part of the system seeing many of the same
strengths, opportunities and needs. There was not only a sense of an emerging shared
vision of the future, but a real desire to work hard as a community to achieve it.
This very rich set of data, along with all the information gathered prior to the conference
will now go to the Core Working Group, the Steering Committee and ultimately the
Board of Trustees, who will draft, refine and, ultimately, approve a set of compelling
strategic goals and strategies that will establish the direction of the School for the next
decade. From there, appropriate constituencies will be engaged to create action steps
and develop a multi-year operational plan.

Hill Top’s community should be commended for the risk it took in engaging so many
stakeholders in the data gathering process. There is great hope and trust from all
participants that the Board will take their aspirations and shared agreements seriously,
as they work closely with school leadership in developing a plan that will energize,
engage, and direct the entire HTPS community for years to come.
When the Core Working Group, working on behalf of the Board, does convene to begin
their deliberations, they will certainly be able to take inspiration from the effort,
concentration, thoughtfulness and care given to this work by the many participants at
the conference, as well as the other voices not in the room who gave the subject of
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HTPS’s future welfare their best thinking. It was this kind of collective energy that
revealed the true love and spirit existing for and within the Hill Top Preparatory School.
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